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Abstract: More than one decade of observations from the Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit-A
(AMSU-A) onboard the polar-orbiting satellites NOAA-15 to NOAA-19 and European Meteorological
Operational satellite program-A (MetOp-A) provided global information on atmospheric temperature
profiles, water vapor, cloud, precipitation, etc. These observations were primarily intended for
weather related prediction and applications, however, in order to meet the requirements for climate
application, further reprocessing must be conducted to first eliminate any potential satellites biases.
After the geolocation and cross-scan bias corrections were applied to the dataset, follow-on research
focused on the comparison amongst AMSU-A window channels (e.g., 23.8, 31.4, 50.3 and 89.0 GHz)
from the six different satellites to remove any inter-satellite inconsistency. Inter-satellite differences
can arise from many error sources, such as bias drift, sun-heating-induced instrument variability in
brightness temperatures, radiance dependent biases due to inaccurate calibration nonlinearity, etc.
The Integrated microwave inter-calibration approach (IMICA) approach was adopted in this study
for inter-satellite calibration of AMSU-A window channels after the appropriate standard deviation
(STD) thresholds were identified to restrict Simultaneous Nadir Overpass (SNO) data for window
channels. This was a critical step towards the development of a set of fundamental and thematic
climate data records (CDRs) for hydrological and climatological applications. NOAA-15 served as
the main reference satellite for this study. For ensuing studies that expand to beyond 2015, however,
it is recommended that a different satellite be adopted as the reference due to concerns over potential
degradation of NOAA-15 AMSU-A.

Keywords: inter satellite calibration; microwave radiometry; passive microwave remote sensing;
AMSU-A

1. Introduction

Satellite measurements and derived meteorological products from the Polar Operational
Environmental Satellite (POES) system have demonstrated their capability in Numerical Weather
Prediction (NWP). The long time series of these measurements make them candidates for use in
climate monitoring and assessment. In 2004, a panel of experts convened and developed a strategy
for the generation of Climate Data Records (CDR) from satellite observations [1]. In that document,
CDR was defined as “a time series of measurements of sufficient length, consistency, and continuity
to determine climate variability and change”, and segmented into Fundamental CDR (FCDR), at the
radiance/reflectance level, and Thematic CDR (TCDR), at the geophysical product level. Thereafter,
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)’s National Climatic Environmental
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Information (NCEI) launched the NOAA’s CDR program, which included several types of CDRs,
including atmospheric and sea surface temperatures, snow and ice conditions, precipitation and clouds.

In order to achieve CDR quality from a satellite time series like AMSU-A, which has spanned
seven different satellites since 1998, inter-satellite calibration is perhaps the most critical step, and is
commonly accomplished through direct comparisons of collocated observations from pairs of satellite
instruments (i.e., NOAA-15 with NOAA-16, etc.). Through these comparisons, systematic calibration
transfer functions can be generated to correct the radiometric biases of the monitored sensors in
References [2–4]. Numerous inter-satellite calibration approaches have emerged recently, and can
be classified into two broad categories according to their sensor scanning types: simultaneous nadir
overpass (SNO) for cross-track scanning sensor pairs like AMSU-A [5] and simultaneous conical
overpass (SCO) for conical scanning sensor pairs like the Special Sensor Microwave Imager (SSM/I) [6].
SCO uses relatively stable on-Earth targets as references for sensor comparisons, e.g., vicarious cold
target [7] and warm target [8], because of the relatively stable earth incidence angle of the conically
scanning instruments. To introduce cross-platform calibration (XCAL), a unified calibration was
developed to adapt comparison results from a group of approaches [9]—most of these approaches
have been applied to the SSM/I to develop its FCDR [10].

The space-borne passive microwave measurements, especially from Advanced Microwave
Sounding Unit-A (AMSU-A), first launched on May 13, 1998 onboard NOAA-15 (N15), and later
NOAA-16 (N16) through NOAA-19 (N19), and the European Meteorological Operational satellite
program-A (MetOp-A), have been identified as the largest contributor to the improvement of the
global 24-h forecast skills by about 25% [11]. Among the fifteen AMSU-A channels, Channels 1–3
and 15, with the nominal central frequencies at 23.8, 31.4, 50.3 and 89.0 GHz, are collectively referred
to as window channels, as their weighting functions peak at or near the surface, and they are more
transparent in the atmosphere than other channels. Radiances and Brightness Temperatures (TB’s) from
these channels are operationally used by two product systems at NOAA’s National Environmental
Satellite, Data and Information Service (NESDIS): the Microwave Surface and Precipitation Products
System (MSPPS) [12], and the Microwave Integrated Retrieval System (MIRS) [13], to retrieve a suite of
hydrological products, including cloud liquid water (CLW), total precipitable water (TPW), sea ice,
snow cover, as well as relevant variables, including land surface temperature and surface emissivity
of 23.8, 31.4 and 50.3 GHz. Radiance observations of these channels are also routinely assimilated
into NWP and reanalysis systems such as Climate forecasting System Reanalysis (CSFR) [14] and the
Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications (MERRA) [15]. It should be noted
that, even though the AMSU-A temperature sounding data is assimilated in ERA-Interim [16], which is
produced by European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF), AMSU-A window
channels are not included [16].

As a follow on study from our previous geolocation [17] and cross-scan bias corrections [18],
the main goal of this work is to inter-calibrate the window channels of AMSU-A instruments onboard
six satellites to a common calibration standard for use in developing CDRs. After an exhaustive trial of
several methods, such as vicarious cold reference, and various SNO approaches in the earlier stage of the
study, we selected the IMICA algorithm for the intersatellite calibration of AMSU-A window channels.
This approach, developed by Zou et al. [19,20], extensively uses SNO to solve calibration coefficients
and remove/minimize inter-satellite biases, captures the major causes of the inter-satellite inconsistency,
and accounts for scene homogeneity, etc. Note that until now almost all published inter-calibration
work related to AMSU-A have focused on the sounding channels in the oxygen absorption region,
which are Channels 4–14, and their corresponding physical variables. For instance, the work in
Reference [19] inter-calibrated FCDR for these sounding channels, and produced TCDR of atmospheric
temperature at different atmospheric levels from the FCDR, while the work in References [21,22]
produced temperature TCDR using operationally calibrated brightness temperatures. In comparison,
physical variables from window channels are more closely related to the surface (e.g., see ice and wind
speed over the sea), precipitation, and integrated atmospheric water since these channels are sensitive
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to water vapor and liquid water emission. Inconsistency in the data set may cause various problems in
the follow on applications. For instance, according to Robertson et al. [23], it is primarily through the
window channels that the AMSU-A instrument can affect the water vapor increments in MERRA.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the materials and methods, including the
simultaneous nadir overpass (SNO) method and how it is used in our application, the Integrated
Microwave Inter-Calibration Approach (IMICA) used to correct the warm target contamination
and non-linearity problem, and two other error sources: bias drift and frequency shift. Section 3
demonstrates the effectiveness of the inter-satellite calibration approaches through time series of both
FCDR and TCDR. Further discussions and concluding remarks are presented in Section 4.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Sno Overview

Originally proposed by Cao et al. [24], the simultaneous nadir overpass (SNO) approach is widely
used to perform inter-satellite calibration for both microwave sensors [5,19] and infrared sensors [25,26]
onboard polar orbiting satellites. “Nadir” refers to the observations with a zero degree of sensor
scan angle or earth incidence angle, so as to eliminate uncertainties associated with difference of
atmospheric paths and viewing geometries. Since AMSU-A does not have nadir observations, the two
observations closest to nadir were combined as the nadir scene. “Simultaneous” requires temporal and
spatial restrictions to describe the event of two satellites meeting. These requirements typically vary
depending on the sensor configuration and orbital overpass times and may limit the number of SNO’s.
There are some general rules for selecting the spatial and temporal thresholds for SNO. In considering
spatial threshold, it is optimal to adopt a distance between the nadir scenes of the two satellites close
to the sensor spatial resolution [20]. For AMSU-A, the spatial threshold should be about 50–75 km
since its nadir field of view is 48 km. The major consideration for temporal restriction is the tradeoff

between observational change and the number of matches. A temporal threshold of 50 s was used in
this study to provide an adequate number of matchups and still maintains any meteorological changes
at a minimum. Further discussion about this threshold is provided later in this paper. Additionally,
for the AMSU-A window channels, special consideration must be taken to ensure that the pair of nadir
observations is homogenous, as they are much more sensitive to the surface compared to the sounding
channels [20]. Sensitivity tests were performed, following the investigation of SNO performance of all
the satellite pairs, which confirms that our selections of SNO thresholds are valid.

2.1.1. Temporal Features and Number of SNO Pairs

Due to the different orbital configuration of each NOAA and MetOp satellite, such as the time
of local ascending node, altitude, inclination, orbital drift rate, and central frequencies of window
channels (Tables 1 and 2, and more details in Reference [27]), patterns of SNO events vary between
different pairs of satellites. For example, SNO events occur between N15 and N16, roughly every
8 days, while SNOs between N18 and N19 occur in 8 consecutive days when their orbits are close,
but then, SNO’s do not occur for over 300 days. A comprehensive list of the SNO overlap and interval
patterns is given in Table 3.

Note the numbers in Table 3 are average numbers for the period of record. There are slight
variations over the period of satellite operation due to changes in satellite drifts. For example, in early
2001, the SNO interval time for the N15 vs. N16 pair was 8.07 days, this interval time increased to
8.20 days when it had a global SNO in August 2008, and stepped down to 8.17 days in late 2010.
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Table 1. Satellite orbital parameters.

Launch
Date

Decommission
Date

Altitude
(km)

Period
(min)

Inclination
(deg)

Precession Rate
(min/mon)

NOAA-15 05/13/1998 807 101.10 98.5 1.05
NOAA-16 09/21/2000 06/09/2014 849 102.00 99.0 3.00
NOAA-17 06/24/2002 04/10/2013 810 101.20 98.7 −4.62
NOAA-18 05/20/2005 854 102.12 98.7 3.52
MetOP-A 10/19/2006 817 101.36 98.7
NOAA-19 02/06/2009 870 102.14 98.7 0.77

Table 2. Satellite central frequencies.

Central Frequency (GHz)

Channel 1 Channel 2 Channel 3 Channel 15

NOAA-15 23.800013593 31.399992238 50.299988043 89.000016571
NOAA-16 23.800013593 31.399992238 50.299988043 89.000016571
NOAA-17 23.799204154 31.399662466 50.299178603 89.000076529
NOAA-18 23.799204154 31.399662466 50.299178603 88.999986591
MetOP-A 23.799204154 31.399662466 50.299178603 89.000076529
NOAA-19 23.799204154 31.399662466 50.299178603 89.000076529

Table 3. Overlap and interval days (in parentheses) for each satellite pairs.

NOAA-16 NOAA-17 NOAA-18 MetOP-A NOAA-19

NOAA-15 1 (8.16) 4.5 (104) 1 (7.31) 1 (31.7) 1 (7.14)
NOAA-16 1 (8.44) 3 (82.0) 1 (11.2) 2 (66.0)
NOAA-17 1 (7.66) 2 (40.0) 1 (7.52)
NOAA-18 1 (9.81) 8 (326.0)
MetOP-A 1 (9.62)

2.1.2. Spatial Features

Due to the orbital properties of sun synchronous, polar orbiting satellites, most SNO events
between satellite pairs occur near polar regions over the 70◦N to 80◦N and 70◦S to 80◦S bands [20,24].
In some instances, an SNO could occur at lower latitudes, which provides additional information on
inter-satellite differences in warmer atmospheric conditions and allows for a wider dynamic range
to perform the inter-satellite calibration. [28]. Figure 1 shows the global SNO for three satellite pairs:
N15 vs. N16 in August, 2008, N17 vs. MetOp A in April and May, 2009, and N18 vs. N19 in September,
2009. Using the time and space criteria of 50 s and 50 km, respectively (N18 vs. N19 pair needs a
larger distance of 75 km to allow for enough number of observations due to their very close equatorial
crossing times), SNOs occurred at all latitudes between 81◦S to 81◦N. As can be seen, the differences at
23.8 GHz brightness temperatures are mostly within 3 K, and the largest TB differences come from
coast regions. Global SNO greatly enhances the spatial coverage and number of observations for
further analysis.
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Figure 1. Geographical distribution of 23.8 GHz brightness temperature difference where global SNOs
occur between (a) N15 and N16, (b) N17 and MOA, (c) N18 and N19. (d) shows normalized histogram
of the brightness temperature difference of the three pairs. The SNO is defined as observation from
two satellites with time difference within 50 s, and distance within 50 km (NOAA-18 vs. NOAA-19
pair needs larger distance as 75 km). The color bar of ∆TB and associated normalized histogram of
these three cases are illustrated in the lower right panel. In the labels of the figures, N15 is short for
NOAA-15, and MOA is short for MetOP-A.

2.1.3. Brightness Temperature Time Series of SNO Pairs

After investigating the overlap pattern and spatial distribution of the SNO, the next step is to
evaluate the TB difference time series, which provides the opportunity to gain a better understanding of
the inter-satellite differences. Figure 2 shows the SNO time series between AMSU-A onboard N15 with
other satellites, i.e., N16 through the N19 and MetOp-A. N17 AMSU-A1 modules (containing 50.3 and
89 GHz) stopped working in November 2003. However, the AMSU-A2 module continued to operate,
and thus, the time series of 23.8 and 31.4 GHz channels could extend through 2010. Nevertheless,
the N17 time series generate the most outliners, especially for 23.8 and 31.4 GHz channels. In most
cases, the TB difference is within 3 K, which is consistent with the observations in Section 2.1.2 and
Figure 1.

The brightness temperature difference (∆TB) of SNO pairs may come from various sources.
For instance, Table 1 also lists the central frequencies of these AMSU-A window channels onboard
difference satellites, and one can find that they fall into two groups: the first group includes NOAA-15
and NOAA-16, and the second group includes the other satellites. The channels within a group are
generally the same, but there is a slight difference between different groups, e.g., 0.8 MHz difference
for 23.8 and 50.3 GHz channel, 0.3 MHz difference for 31.4 GHz channel, and 60 KHz difference for
the 89.0 GHz channel. In addition, although we have applied a geolocation correction [17], there still
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might be residual variations in view angles. These sensor factors inevitably lead to systematic ∆TB,
although they might be small and hard to quantify as separate error components.
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2.1.4. Sensitivity Test of Brightness Temperature Difference

Figures 1 and 2 display the spatial and temporal distributions of brightness temperature differences
(∆TB) between the nadir scenes of the SNO satellite pairs. Since the AMSU-A window channels, i.e.,
23.8, 31.4, 50.3, and 89 GHz, are sensitive to surface conditions, we need to examine the impact of
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certain factors on the ∆TB between satellite pairs. These factors include the distance between the nadir
scenes of the satellite pairs, time difference between the satellite pairs passing over the same location,
and brightness temperature contrasts (BTC) between the two central observations, i.e., beam positions
15 and 16 of AMSU-A, which together form the nadir scene. Note that BTC is computed for each
individual satellite within the SNO satellite pairs. A large value of BTC indicates that the observations
from the two beam positions may come from different surface types, e.g., one beam position is mainly
observed over ocean while the other is mainly over land. This is the primary difference between
window channels and sounding channels, since the latter are not sensitive to various surface types.
Table 4 shows the average correlation coefficients between SNO ∆TB and various factors from more
than 50,000 SNO occurrences. Higher absolute values in Table 4 indicate more important factors.

Table 4. Correlation coefficients between ∆TB and related factors.

Correlation Coefficients 23.8 GHz 31.4 GHz 50.3 GHz 89 GHz

(NOBS) (53,531) (53,531) (53,534) (53,506)
Distance 0.19 0.18 0.15 0.18
S1 * BTC 0.53 0.53 0.47 0.43
S2 * BTC 0.55 0.55 0.5 0.44

Time Difference −0.01 −0.01 −0.01 −0.01

* S1 and S2 indicate the two satellites in a SNO pair, e.g., in the pair NOAA-15 vs. NOAA-16, S1 refers to NOAA-15
and S2 refers to NOAA-16.

The sensitivity test reveals that the BTCs of both satellites produce the largest correlation coefficients
with ∆TB so BTC serves as the most important factor to explain the variation of ∆TB. A small BTC
usually suggests that the scene is more homogeneous and leads to small ∆TB and vice versa. For this
reason, the BTC information is used to screen out the potential inhomogeneous SNO pairs. In contrast,
the distance between satellite pairs can only explain a fraction of the ∆TB variation since a longer
distance may potentially increase the possibility of having different surface types between observed
scenes. Finally, the time difference between the satellites essentially plays no role in explaining any
differences, as both the atmospheric and surface conditions are relatively stable within the time frame
of 50 s. For this reason, the time difference threshold is more relaxed in some studies, e.g., it was 300 s
in the study by John et al. [28]. In our study, the time difference relates more to the number of matchup
observations. As the number of polar SNOs was large enough, and the number of global SNO was
mainly determined by the meeting collocation pattern of satellite pairs (Section 2.1.2), we kept the time
difference at 50 s.

Optimizing the uncertainties of inter-satellite SNO ∆TB requires a proper threshold for BTC that
is small enough to ensure scene homogeneity, yet large enough to allow for a sufficient number of
observations (NOBS). Since these channels have different sensitivities to the surface, the BTC threshold
can vary with channels. A series of sensitivity tests were performed based on NE∆T using the SNO
matchups between N15 and N16 (Figure 3). Based on the analysis, the threshold was set at 10xNE∆T.

2.2. Warm Target Contamination and Correction

The inter-satellite differences of ∆TB revealed some inter-calibration issues, such as bias drift,
sun-heating-induced instrument variability in TB, scene temperature dependent biases due to inaccurate
calibration nonlinearity, and frequency shifts [19]. Among them, the warm target induced bias and
the inaccurate calibration nonlinearity impacted the measurements in the entire life span of the
instrument—these were the primary biases to investigate and correct.
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2.2.1. Identification of Warm Target Contamination

The AMSU-A instrument onboard each satellite measured counts of three objects in each full scan:
cold target (Cc), warm target (Cw), and earth scene (Ce). The radiances of cold target (Rc) and warm
target (Rw) were also measured to calculate earth scene radiance (R) through the following series of
equations [29]:

R = RL + µZ (1)

RL = Rc + S(Ce −Cc) (2)

S =
Rw −Rc

Cw −Cc
(3)

Z = S2(Ce −Cc)(Ce −Cw) (4)

Equation (1) decomposes the earth scene radiance into a linear part (RL) and a non-linear part
(µZ). The two parts were further described in Equations (2) and (4). The non-linear coefficient µwas
calculated from the reference instrument temperature in a pre-defined range in the Level 1b data before
inter-satellite calibration.

Cold and warm targets were designed to provide reference radiances for on-orbit calibration to
obtain accurate earth scene radiance, so it was ideal for these radiances and TBs to be stable. The cold
target temperature was relatively stable, given that the cosmic background should not vary very much
in the life span of the sensors. An exception is lunar contamination, which was well detected and
corrected [30]. The contamination of the cold space view from antenna side/back-lobes/spillover may
also introduce bias, and was corrected beforehand [31]. The warm target, however, may be heated by
the sun and is susceptible to seasonal and inter-annual variability, as shown in Figure 4. The variability
of warm target temperature was explained well using the solar beta angle in Reference [19]. Figure 4
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shows that 23.8 and 31.4 GHz channels have similar variabilities as they both reside on the AMSU-A2
module, while the variability of 50.3 and 89 GHz are similar because their sub modules (AMSU-A1-2
for 50.3 GHz channel, and AMSU-A1-1 for 89 GHz channel) are close to one another on the spacecraft.
The NOAA-16 warm target temperature was rather stable before 2008, mainly due to the fact that the
satellite solar shield worked well during that period and reflected a large portion of solar heat.
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during their SNO period are shown to decrease the sampling.

2.2.2. Correction Utilizing Integrated Microwave Inter-Calibration Approach

The Integrated Microwave Inter-Calibration Approach (IMICA), developed by Zou et al. [19,20,32,33],
has demonstrated the calibration coefficients obtained from regressions minimize three biases: constant
offsets between satellite pairs, scene temperature dependent biases between satellite pairs, and the
sun-heating induced seasonal variability in brightness temperature. When the coefficients are
time-varying, the coefficients also remove bias drifts over time between satellite pairs. It is effective for
AMSU-A temperature sounding channels. The IMICA approach was adopted in this study for the
inter-satellite calibration of AMSU-A window channels in order to remove the biases in an empirical
way by adjusting the transfer function that converts counts to radiance, after certain modifications
are made, e.g., the application of appropriate standard deviation (STD) thresholds to filter the SNO
time series.

In the IMICA approach, Equation (1) is modified to

R = RL − δR + µZ (5)

where the radiance offset δR allows for adjustments of the inter-satellite radiance difference, and the
non-linear coefficient µ is redefined and calculated, as described below following [19]. It is noted that
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the non-linear coefficient in the text refers to this inter-calibrated, redefined µ. Firstly, the non-linear
term, Z, of the two satellites can be linearly related as:

Z j = βZk + α+ ζ (6)

where β and α are slope and offset, respectively, ζ is a white noise, and j and k indicate the two
satellites, respectively. Secondly, the variability of Equation (5) can be obtained through a least square
calculation as: 

N∑
i=1

∆RL,i = a0 + a1
N∑

i=1
Zk,i

N∑
i=1

Zk,i∆RL,i = a0
N∑

i=1
Zk,i + a1

N∑
i=1

Z2
k,i

(7)

where i represents different observations, ∆RL refers to the difference of RL between the two SNO
matchup satellites, and the newly introduced coefficients a0 and a1 can be linked back to other variables
such as {

a0 = ∆δR + αµ j
a1 = −µk + βµ j

(8)

By obtaining the coefficients α, β, a0 and a1, one can calculate ∆δR (the difference of δR between
the two SNO satellites), µ j and µk Then, δR j can be determined by setting the reference δRk to zero.

In order to achieve the optimum results for all six satellites of interest, a sequential adjusting
process was applied and is described below:

1. Generate intermediate SNO data set from the launch of the newer satellite of the satellite pair
to 2010, which includes multiple intermediate variables, including time, latitude, longitude, brightness
temperature, counts, radiance, etc., for each SNO event;

2. Filter this data set by the BTC threshold described in Section 2.1;
3. Calculate SNO coefficients (α, β, a0 and a1);
4. Set δRN15 = 0, and µN15, calculate δR j, µ j, j = 1 to 5;
5. Generate level-1c radiances for all six satellites using recalibration coefficients;
6. Compute tropical ocean mean time series of ∆Tb for available overlaps between pairs;
7. Change the value of µN15 and repeat steps 3, 4, and 5;
8. Stop when the summation of the standard deviation of ∆Tb is a minimum.
The iterative adjustment of µN15 is illustrated in Figure 5. By setting µN15 from −25 to 25 at an

interval of 2.5 (sr m2 cm−1)(mW)−1, δR j and µ j can be calculated, as described in step 4 above. Then,
a set of level 1c radiances over the tropical ocean is generated, and compared with that of NOAA-15.
Each satellite pair would reach minimum an STD of ∆Tb, but the minimum average STD of ∆Tb
is selected.

The optimal µ and δR are given in Table 5 after further corrections and modifications, as detailed
in the next section.

Table 5. Calibration coefficients for AMSU-A Channels 1–3 and 15 a.

Ch # NOAA-15 NOAA-16 NOAA 17 NOAA-18 MetOP A NOAA-19

µ

1 −3.00870 −7.25050 −7.22996 −0.88067 −0.98053 0.10012
2 −1.05123 −3.35409 −2.84701 1.51212 −1.28394 −2.30045
3 −2.37781 −2.31567 −2.20964 −2.09040 −2.62705 −1.28555

15 0 −0.16528 −0.25743 0.36618 0.21446 0.25637

δR0

1 0 −3.874 × 10−7
−5.459 × 10−7 1.675 × 10−6

−4.635 × 10−7
−3.931 × 10−7

2 0 −6.009 × 10−7
−6.199 × 10−7

−2.792 × 10−7
−5.270 × 10−7

−4.772 × 10−7

3 0 −1.496 × 10−6
−1.750 × 10−6 1.051 × 10−5

−5.953 × 10−6
−4.744 × 10−6

15 0 0 −7.220 × 10−7
−2.927 × 10−6

−6.715 × 10−6
−2.017 × 10−6
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Table 5. Cont.

Ch # NOAA-15 NOAA-16 NOAA 17 NOAA-18 MetOP A NOAA-19

κ

1 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 1.448 × 10−6 0 0 0 0

15 0 0 0 0 0 0
a Units for µ, δR0 and κ are (sr m2 cm−1)(mW)−1, (mW)(sr m2 cm−1)−1, and (mW)(sr m2 cm−1)−1yr−1.
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2.3. Other Satellite Specific Corrections

After the warm target contamination bias is removed through the iterative process, two channels,
50.3 GHz on NOAA-16 and 89 GHz on NOAA-15, still exhibit some issues that need further attention
before a final FCDR data set can be generated, as detailed in the following sections.

2.3.1. Slope Correction on 50.3 GHz, NOAA-16

Compared to the tropical ocean mean TB of the 50.3 GHz from NOAA-15, NOAA-16 exhibits
a clear upward trend of 0.06 K per year (Figure 6). This type of trend does not appear in any other
satellite pairs. Apparently, this trend can only be explained by an unidentified sensor bias drift.

NOAA-16 sounding channels also show similar bias drift, as reported in References [19,22].
In Reference [22], the entire record of NOAA-16 is excluded in the time series due to the bias drift,
while in Reference [19] this bias drift is corrected using the following equation:

δR = δR0 + κ(t− t0) (9)

where δR0 is a constant offset, κ is the rate of changes in the offset, t is time and t0 is a reference time.
This study utilized Equation (9) to remove the bias drift, and set t0 to the NOAA-16 launch time.
The corrected result is shown as the blue curve in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. The tropical ocean mean brightness temperature time series of 50.3 GHz channel onboard
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formed through removing the trend line.

2.3.2. Possible Frequency Shift in 89 GHz, NOAA-15

The sequential adjusting process described in Section 2.2.2 failed when applied to the 89 GHz
channel on NOAA-15, as no optimal µ and δR combination could be found to form a reasonable time
series. Figure 7a shows the inter-satellite difference on the antenna temperature Ta and the linear
component Tl from the SNO observations. Even though the difference of Ta is generally around zero,
the Tl difference is around 3 K, and displays a well-defined seasonal variation. It is expected that their
nonlinear difference would display a similar variation pattern. Figure 7b further shows the nonlinear
coefficient, µ, derived from Equation (1). µ of NOAA-16 89 GHz channel is nearly a constant at around
0.1, while that of NOAA-15 89 GHz is around 3. The latter also displays a distinctive variation, which is
apparently compensating for the TB difference in Figure 7a. Though not shown, µ of 89 GHz of other
satellites are approximately constant, which matches the IMICA assumption of the fixed optimal µ.

Figure 7a,b show that a constant optimal µ for the 89 GHz of NOAA-15 will only result in a varied
∆Ta time series similar to the red curve in Figure 7a. It means that the error in this channel cannot
be corrected using IMICA. In addition, Zou and Wang stated that “Radiance biases caused by the
frequency errors may mix with the nonlinear calibration errors” [19]. These observations led to our
postulation that the bias arrives from an erroneous central frequency or frequency shift.

To verify this assumption and determine the magnitude of the frequency shift, we examined the
change of the standard deviation of ∆Tb′ by adjusting the frequency shift d f , where ∆Tb′ is the TB
difference and is defined as a function of the difference between the SNO pair and simulated TBs:

∆T′b = Tb(N15) − ∆Ts
b(N15, d f ) − Tb(N16)

= [Tb(N15) − Ts
b(N15, fm + d f )] + [Ts

b(N15, fm) − Tb(N16)]
(10)
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where fm is the nominal central frequency of 89 GHz channel of NOAA-15. Following both
References [19,34], the assumption of this scheme is that the minimum standard deviation of ∆Tb′

corresponds to the value of the frequency shift. To achieve this, the global SNO pairs of NOAA-15
and NOAA-16, which occurred in August 2008, as shown in Figure 1a, were adopted as the basic
comparison data set. The data is further restricted to ocean observations between 30◦S and 30◦N
to make the simulation more reliable, as this channel is sensitive to surface conditions. Following
References [18,19], CRTM [35] is selected as the radiative transfer model, and the ERA-Interim [16] as
the model input. Different experimental frequencies, centered at 89 GHz on NOAA-15, were examined
in the CRTM simulations with the frequency shift, df. The shift is relative to the prelaunch measurement
and range from −1.5 GHz to 1.5 GHz with an interval of 25 MHz.
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The comparison between the SNO observation and simulation is shown in Figure 8. The minimum
standard deviation of ∆Tb′ (STD) was achieved between −350~−325 MHz, though the change with
frequency shift was small. An additional test was carried out using the ocean emissivity, calculated
using the radiative transfer model developed by the Remote Sensing System (RSS) [36]. However,
the result concerning the frequency shift remains the same.
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tropical ocean versus the 89 GHz channel of NOAA-15 frequency shift, d f .

Figure 8 reveals that STD is rather insensitive to frequency shifts with a 0.03K change corresponding
to about a 1.8 GHz shift. The result shows that frequency shift cannot explain the large STD, and thus
our hypothesis is not valid. The root cause of the variable coefficient µ of the NOAA-15 89 GHz channel
(Figure 7b) remains unclear, which may leave room for future research. For this reason, a frequency
correction is not applied to this channel in the AMSU-A FCDR.

Since no optimal µ and δR combination could be found for the 89 GHz channel of NOAA-15
AMSU-A, NOAA-16 was used as the reference satellite for this channel in the iterative approach
described in Section 2.2.2.

3. Results

Table 5 lists a series of coefficients, µ, δR0, and κ, which are obtained by using the approaches
described in Sections 2.2 and 2.3. Since NOAA-15 is the reference satellite for Channels 1~3,
their corresponding δR0’s are set to zero, so is δR0 for Channel 15 of NOAA-16. The coefficients µ and
δR0 for Channel 15 of NOAA-15 were zero because the corrections shown by Equations (5) and (9)
were not applied to this channel. Most values of µwere within the range of [−4, 4], except Channel 1
of NOAA-16 and NOAA-17, which was around −7 and indicates a strong non-linearity. In general,
the offsets δR0 of Channels 1 and 2 were on the order of 10−7 (mW)(sr m2 cm−1)−1, corresponding to
∆Tb on the order of 0.02 and 0.013 K, respectively, and δR0 of Channels 3 and 15 were on the order
of 10−6 (mW)(sr m2 cm−1)−1, corresponding to ∆Tb on the order of 0.045 and 0.019 K, respectively.
The exceptions were Channels 1 and 3 of NOAA-18, as both were one order of magnitude higher than
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the other satellites. As indicated in Section 2.3.1, only Channel 3 of NOAA-16 suffered from bias drift
with a non-zero κ.

3.1. Fundamental CDR

The Fundamental CDR (FCDR) was obtained by applying geolocation correction [17], asymmetry
correction [18], and inter-satellite calibration, as described in Sections 2.2 and 2.3. The impacts of
the former two corrections have been documented in the corresponding papers [17,18]. This study
investigates the impact of the inter-satellite calibration.

To compare the time series performance before and after inter-satellite calibration, we extracted
the TB time series on the level 1b data before inter-satellite calibration and newly corrected FCDR from
satellite launch time to 2015, over tropical oceans between 30◦S and 30◦N. Further, to avoid the residual
impact of the asymmetry correction, only nadir pixels (e.g., AMSU-A beam positions 15 and 16) were
selected. As seen in Figures 9a–d and 10a–d, the level 1b data before inter-satellite calibration suffered
no obvious inter-satellite offsets, and the FCDR Tb time series shows similar features. However,
upon closer examination carried out by subtracting the TB time series from those of the referenced
satellite, (shown in Figures 9e–h and 10e–h), we noticed that the ∆Tb of FCDR was more constant
over the entire time series, which indicated that the impact of warm target contamination had been
minimized. To further confirm this, Table 6 shows a comparison of the STD of ∆Tb calculated from
Figures 9e–h and 10e–h. As an example, the STD of Channel 1 (23.8 GHz) between NOAA-16 and
NNOAA-15 was 0.374 K before correction, which decreased to 0.217 K after inter-satellite calibration.
Generally, the improvement to all the channels was approximately 50%.Remote Sens. 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 16 of 22 
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Table 6. Standard deviation of Tb difference of specified channels and satellite pairs, before and after
inter-satellite calibration a.

Before After

Channel 1 2 3 15 1 2 3 15

N16-N15 0.374 0.263 0.267 0.315 0.217 0.193 0.126 0.227
N17-N15 0.285 0.217 0.191 0.225 0.191 0.191 0.171 0.132
N18-N15 0.386 0.259 0.168 0.337 0.239 0.197 0.13 0.242
M02-N15 0.37 0.384 0.167 0.328 0.215 0.207 0.108 0.227
N19-N15 0.424 0.276 0.174 0.374 0.263 0.187 0.115 0.208

a Unit is K. “Before” corresponds to the uncorrected L1b data and “After” refers to the FCDR.

It is worth noting that the spurious upward trend of the 50.3 GHz Tb difference between NOAA-16
and NOAA-15 (black line in Figure 10e) has been corrected (Figure 10f). There is a 0.6 K offset
between Metop-A and NOAA-15, and a −0.6 K offset between NOAA-18 and NOAA-15, as indicated
in Figure 10f, which can be attributed to the following reasons: 1. In order to obtain more accurate
calibration coefficients solutions (α, β, a0 and a1) with the IMICA method, it is better to include more
SNO pairs. 2. In the sequential adjusting process to obtain µN15, it is better to extend the training data.
In the current study, both SNO pairs and the global mean difference data are only limited to 2010 to
obtain the coefficients, yet the coefficients are applied to the time series up to 2015, thus the FCDR
results after 2010 are less ideal, future reprocessing may improve the performance. 3. The choice of the
reference satellite. In the current study, NOAA-15 was selected as the reference satellite, mainly due to
its data length. This channel from NOAA-16 contains a serious bias drift, as mentioned in Section 2.3.1;
the NOAA-17 AMSU-A1 module operated for only a limited time from June 2002 to the end of October
2003 due to scan motor failure; NOAA-18 drifted for nearly 8 h during its operations more than 15 years
ago. Thus, future reference satellites, which perform better in terms of drifting, should include only
Metop-A and NOAA-19 as candidates. However, as the diurnal drift for NOAA-18 was large, the large
differences between NOAA-18 and NOAA-15 could be due to NOAA-18 diurnal drift, and it could
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be unrealistic to expect to have small biases between NOAA-18 and NOAA-15. However, the biases
between MetOp-A and NOAA-15 might be improved when we have an SNO of up to 2015.

3.2. Thematic CDR

The suite of AMSU-A Thematic CDR (TCDR) from window channels was obtained by applying
the corresponding FCDR’s to the MSPPS product suite [12]. If the FCDR was generated properly at all
four AMSU-A window channels, its improvements were expected to extend into the derived products
of the TCDR, including CLW, TPW, sea ice, and snow cover, etc. The derivations or regressions of
all the TCDR’s were based on multiple channels of FCDR’s, and thus any erroneous correction or
calibration of the FCDR’s would be inherited and magnified. Thus, both CDR’s need to be developed
in a synergistic manner before the FCDR is finalized and this concept was adopted during various
aspects of the FCDR development, including the geolocation and scan bias corrections. More detailed
aspects of the performance of TCDR (i.e., comparisons with in-situ data, spatial analysis of seasonal
to annual climate variations, etc.) will be investigated in ongoing research. Here, we only show the
product consistency resulting from the inter-satellite calibration.

Figure 11 shows the time series of the MSPPS and TCDR’s of NOAA-15 for two ocean products,
TPW and CLW, over tropical ocean between 30◦S and 30◦N. Only their nadir retrievals are shown
to further isolate the impact of the inter-satellite corrections. Figure 12 shows similar comparison of
two land products, land surface temperature (Ts), and land surface emissivity of 50.3 GHz (Emis50),
over tropical land.
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Figure 11. Retrieved tropical ocean products comparison, note different variables are used in different
panels. Left panels display the products produced by MSPPS from 1b before inter-satellite calibration,
while right panels are TCDR after inter-satellite calibration. Time series of total precipitable water
(TPW) is shown in (a,b), the difference versus N15 is shown in (e,f); time series of cloud liquid water
(CLW) is shown in (c,d), the difference versus N15 is shown in (g,h).

From Figure 11a, it is noticeable that the TPW before inter-satellite calibration displays a wet
bias relative to NOAA-15, which is more clearly shown in Figure 11e, where positive values are seen.
The wet bias of TPW was corrected by the TCDR, as shown in Figure 11b,f, with the overall difference
being closer to zero. Similarly, the TCDR CLW series displays a better agreement among the six
satellites than that of the uncorrected CLW products.
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Figure 12. Retrieved tropical land products comparison, note different variables are used in different
panels. Left panels display the products produced by MSPPS from 1b before inter-satellite calibration,
while right panels are TCDR after inter-satellite calibration. Time series of land surface temperature
(Ts) is shown in (a,b), the difference versus N15 is shown in (e,f); time series of land surface emissivity
of 50.3 GHz channel (Emis50) is shown in (c,d), the difference versus N15 is shown in (g,h).

As opposed to the ocean products, the land products display distinctive diurnal effects in both
versions before and after inter-satellite calibration. Specifically, Figure 12g,h displays nearly constant
offsets in 50.3 GHz emissivity for different satellite pairs. The offsets are within the range of 0.01,
and agree very well with other studies [37]. It should be noted that during the entire inter-satellite
calibration process, land observations were only used in the calculation of SNO coefficients (α, β,
a0 and a1), mostly in high latitudes. No land observation was used in the iterative adjusting of µN15.
Additionally, no diurnal correction was applied; collectively, evaluation of the land products in regions
where no data was used in the adjustments further demonstrates the robustness of the FCDR’s.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

With over 15 years of observations from the AMSU-A sensor and through a series of six
satellites—NOAA-15, NOAA-16, NOAA-17, NOAA-18, NOAA-19 and Metop-A—global monitoring
of important parameters such as total precipitable water, cloud liquid water and land surface emissivity
has been achieved and well documented in the open literature. The excellent temporal sampling by
the NOAA POES constellation has provided excellent compliments to the passive microwave imagers
(i.e., SSM/I, AMSR-E and TMI), thus yielding a long time series dating back to around 1998. While the
scientific community took note of the huge potential of passive microwave “all weather” capability and
generally stable radiometric measurements to generate climate data sets in support of both national
and international programs, the data sets contain deficiencies that prevent them from being classified as
a true CDR, which is provided with “sufficient length, consistency, and continuity” [1]. This is mainly
due to the lack of routinely updated satellite calibration information and inter-satellite calibrations
that are not factored into the data processing, and which are primarily driven by the main purpose
of these measurements (e.g., NWP model assimilation and derived products to support weather
forecasts). Additionally, resource limitations and a lack of a true climate “requirement” within the
satellite programs at NOAA have prohibited any sort of routine reprocessing as part of its core satellite
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operations. This gap has been bridged for AMSU-A window channels of 23.8, 31.4, 50.3 and 89.0 GHz,
with the introduction of the inter-satellite calibration, after the application of geolocation [17] and
cross-scan bias corrections [18]. As a result, the FCDR and TCDR time series from 1998 to 2015 have
been generated and utilized to test the effectiveness of the calibration.

The Integrated Microwave Inter-Calibration Approach (IMICA) approach, which was developed
for the inter-satellite calibration of AMSU-A sounding channels, was adopted in this study for the
AMSU-A window channels. To minimize the impact of surface heterogeneity on the window channel
observations, the appropriate standard deviation thresholds have been identified through sensitivity
tests of various factors to restrict Simultaneous Nadir Overpass (SNO) data.

One critical element of the IMICA approach is how to select the proper reference satellite for each
channel. It is desirable that the channel on the reference satellite has a long enough time span, and is
free of, or at least suffers from few, error sources such as bias drift, frequency shift, etc. In considering
the length of the record, NOAA-15 could be the best candidate as a reference satellite. Yet, when error
sources are taken into account, Channel 15 (89 GHz) on NOAA-15 is not ideal due to a significant
varying non-linear coefficient µ, as mentioned in Section 2.3.2. The selection of the reference satellite for
Channel 3 (50.3 GHz channel) is not ideal either, as discussed in Section 3.1. Further, since NOAA-15
was launched in 1998 and is the oldest satellite carrying AMSU-A, there are some concerns over its
orbital and radiometric stabilities in recent years. It is recommended that ensuing studies utilize a
newer satellite, e.g., Metop-A, as the reference satellite for the years beyond 2015, while still adopting
the same inter-calibration techniques. In the future, the selection of the reference channel/satellite
may be improved by introducing other techniques, such as the two-sample Allan deviation to an
international standard (SI) traceable noise characterization [38].

After applying the inter-satellite calibration, the consistency of AMSU-A window channels
brightness temperatures have improved by 50%. In addition, the spurious trend in the NOAA-16
50.3 GHz channel has been removed. Though further assessment work, such as the detection of climate
change, is needed before claiming the dataset “climate quality”, these improvements will ensure the
quality of the TCDR that are generated from the AMSU-A data, such as the hydrological bundle CDR
based on AMSU [39]. With the removal of most inter-satellite biases, the inter-calibrated AMSU-A
radiances (FCDR’s) are expected to improve the related NWP reanalysis and other applications with
regard to consistency and accuracy. Similar calibrations can be applied to measurements from more
recent sensors, such as Metop-B and S-NPP ATMS. Another set of TCDR can also be generated by
utilizing the operational MiRS system. In summary, this study is a critical step towards the development
of a set of fundamental and thematic CDRs for hydrological and meteorological applications, and the
data sets, in turn, provide a beneficial contribution to a wider CDR community [40].
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